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Abstract

Multiple

-

adopted

in

antennas

broadband

techniques

wireless

have

been

communication

widely

systems

to

enhance spectral efficiency and achieve space diversity gain.
Transmitter beamforming is one of promising multiple antenna
techniques for IMT-Advanced system, which takes advantage of
directional

signal

transmission

or

reception.

For

efficient

transmitter beamforming, TDD (Time Division Duplex) system
has an inherit advantage to exploit the channel reciprocity
between

uplink

and

downlink,

and

no

additional

channel

feedback is needed. However, the mismatches of actual RF (ratio
frequency) channel may cause channel non-reciprocity. This
paper

presents

calibration,

the

latest

including

the

progress
analysis

of

on
the

multiple

antenna

hardware

error

characteristics, typical statistical models of the calibration error

(CE),

and the impacts on downlink beamforming due to

Furthermore,

we

present

the

performance

analysis

CEo

and

comparison for widely used Base Station (BS) based calibration
schemes. Finally, several possible terminal based calibration
schemes

are

summarized

to

compensate

the

actual

RF

mismatches.
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I.

phase

INTRODUCTION

In MIMO system, the availability of channel state
information (CSI) at transmitter can help the transmitter to
shape the transmitted signal to improve the overall system
spectral efficiency. There are two approaches to obtain CSI at
transmitter [ 1 ]. The first approach is that the receiver estimates
CSI and sends it back to the transmitter through the feedback
channel. In order to obtain accurate CSI at transmitter,
substantial channel estimations and feedbacks are needed,
which result in high overhead and low spectral efficiency. The
other approach is based on channel reciprocity principle in
TDD system. The reciprocity principle refers to that uplink and
downlink have the same channel response because they are
operated on the same frequency band in TDD system. As a
result, the transmitter can utilize the reverse CSI instead of the
forward CSI to perform appropriate transmit beamforming.
However , the RF paths will result in the non-reciprocity of
the measured channel (effective channel). Effective channel
usually consists of three parts [2]: the RF path at the transmitter,
the propagation channel and the RF path at the receiver. If the
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time interval between uplink and downlink is less than the
channel coherence time, the propagation channel is reciprocal.
However, different RF chains are used in reception and
transmission for each antenna. So there is no reason to assume
that the RF path is reciprocal. Accordingly, the effective
channel is non-reciprocal. Hence, in order to fully exploit the
channel reciprocity in TDD system to obtain more accurate
CSI and improve system throughput, calibrations at UE and at
BS are indispensable.
So far, a lot of works have been done in hardware
calibration . including physical characteristics of hardware
error [3], the calibration method and performance loss due to
CEo In the literature, many papers have pointed out that
hardware error is mainly derived from imperfect analog
devices, and it depends on surrounding environments [4]. And
other papers have considered different methods to benefit from
channel reciprocity in TDD system. One method is absolute
calibration which requires an external reference source with
tight requirements [5] or a specially crafted transceiver [6].
Another method is relative calibration which relies on a
calibration phase to estimate the difference between uplink (UL)
and downlink (DL) [2]. Compared to the former, the relative
calibration method is more attractive due to its low cost and no
feedback channel. Now, the calibration at BS is used in TD
SCDMA network. Because the CE on mobile terminal will
lead to performance degradation, the researches on UE
calibration have carried out by many companies [7]-[9]. Based
on extensive used calibration error statistical models, this paper
analyzes the CEs' impact by simulation and sums up several
feasible mitigation methods for UE.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the system
model and the calibration error statistical models are presented.
And then in section III, impacts on DL BF from calibration
errors are analyzed and compared. In section IV, several
possible terminal based calibration methods are summarized,
and finally the conclusion is given in section V.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL AND CALIBRATION ERROR
STATISTICAL MODELS

Considering a TDD MIMO system, in which the BS has M
transmit elements. and the UE has N receive elements. Fig 1

shows the transmission model between the BS's reference
antenna i and the UE's reference antennaj.
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Figure I.

Generally, the elements of calibration error matrix are
assumed to be i.i.d random variables. There are two methods to
model the antenna CEo Taking the errors at BS as an example,
one approach is modeling c BS,l , '''CBS,M directly, and the

Transmission model between antenna i of BS and antenna) of UE
in TDD system

Three common

used

and
error

statistical models are given by TABLE I. [7][9]. Where N
means complex normal distribution in model 1 and means real
normal distribution in model 2 and model 3. U means uniform
distribution. is and qJ indicate the level of CEo
TABLE L

In Fig.l, the propagation channel between the two antennas
is reciprocal and it can be described by its frequency
response hi,} . tBS,; and rBs,; are RF factors respectively in Tx
chain and Rx chain for antenna i (i=1...M) at BS. Similarly,
tUE,} and rUE,} are respectively RF factor in Tx chain and Rx

THREE KINDS OF ERROR STATISTICAL MODELS

Error Statistical
Model

Distribution
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chain for thej-th 0=1... N) antenna at UE. kBS,; and kUE,} are

aBs,;-N(l,6BS,a)

Model 2

complex factors representing the calibration factor at BS and
UE, respectively. In order to use channel reciprocity in M x N
MIMO system, we need to have [ 10]
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respectively.
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III.

kUE,ltUE,1

(2)

rUE,1

However, if the BS and the terminal don't meet ( 1) and (2),
there are calibration errors CBS and CUE at BS and at terminal
respectively. CBS and CUE are diagonal matrix with diagonal
complex elements and consist of amplitude error and phase
error[ I I]. Furthermore, matrix CBS and CUE can be expressed
as below

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WITH CALlBRATlON ERRORS

After the implementation of the calibration, the effective
uplink and downlink channel responses are H U,c and HD,C
respectively. According to the principle of the SVD-based
downlink open-loop beamforming, the transpose of effective
UL MIMO channel matrix can be further expressed as below.

HuT, c
Where

(. t

T�
H
=u",V

(7)

denotes the conjugate and transpose operation.

And the matrices U, V are unitary of dimensions Nx Nand
M x M , while L is non-negative and diagonal with diagonal
elements

.[i; , i

=

1,2.. ·/ , which are the singular values of

matrix H0,c and / is the rank of H0,c. Then, the precoding
vectors are the first L columns of matrix V, which are the
eigenvectors corresponding to the L maximum singular values
Where a and
respectively and

f3 represent amplitude error and phase error

of H0,c . L is the number of the data streams.
When there are calibration error CBS and CUE' H D,C and

H U,c will meet the follow equation
cBS,i

=

cUE,i

=

kBS,;!BS,;
rBS,i

,

kUE,;'UE,;
,
rUE,i

i

/'

= I, 2 ··· M

(5)

= },2···N

(6)

H D, C

T

=CuEH u,cCBS

(8)

By using (3), (4) and (7), the equation (8) can be written as
(9).

HD,C

=

[aUE,1

][eJPUE,i " 1 [a ][eJPBS'i 1
eJPBS,m
eJPUE,n
a
a
H
ULV

BS,

I

'

Many literatures and 3GPP proposals have investigated the
performance impact from Tx/Rx mismatch at BS and UE. As
far as CE at BS is concerned, it is close to unity amplitude wise
so the phase error will be dominant. And the CE at BS has
much more impacts on performance than that at UE. So
antenna array calibration is required at BS in LTE system,
while the calibration at UE is still in evaluation stage. So it is
necessary to further assess the impacts on system performance
from terminal CEo Here, assuming calibration between Tx
chain and Rx chain for each antenna at BS was perfectly done,
throughput comparisons with different assumption of CE are
evaluated in DL dual layer BF transmission [9]. TABLE II.
lists simulation parameters.
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i 1,2'" N , are assumed to be of uniform distribution
within [- % %]. And it shows that,
=

•

•

With CE variance of 6dB, it will incur nearly 12%
throughput loss compared with those without CE at
median SNR of 6dB and 10 dB, and it will incur nearly
8% throughput loss at SNR of 16dB.
With the reduction of CE variance, it will incur less
performance loss.

It will incur nearly 0.2 dB and 0.6 dB SNR penalty loss
respectively with CE variance of IdB and 3dB. With CE
variance of 6dB, it will incur nearly 1.2 dB SNR penalty loss.
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Assumption
2,O GHz
5MHz
3kmlh
8x2
SCM-C (dual polarization)
Ideal
2
2
CQI calculation based on UL channel in
TOO and DL noise level.
I
fixed rank=2
NO
4 (scheduling granularity)

CQI Delay (ms)
Rank Adaption
Harq
Number ofPRBs
Granularity of
Beamforminl!, (RB)
Subband Bandwidth
of CQI(RB)

(9)

,

completely same, while the phase error at BS will result in
different right side eigenvectors. So the phase error at BS will
degenerate beamforming performance, but the phase error at
UE don't.

AMC

.

BS,m

different eigen-values, which will impact on the decision of the
rank number for each channel, and the decision of MCS levels
for data transmission. In addition, with the phase error at UE,
eigen-values and right side eigenvectors of HD,C and Hv,c are

Parameters
Carrier Frequency
System Bandwidth
UE Speed
Number of Antennae
Channel Model
SRS Estimation Loss
CodeWord
Number of Layers

'

'
UE,n

From (9), amplitude error at UE and BS will lead to
different channel properties [9] between HD,C and Hv,c' i.e.

TABLE II.

.

i.e.

N(0, 5bE,a)' and phase calibration factor fJVE,i ,

In Fig. 3, CEs are assumed to be i.i.d complex Gaussian
random variables with mean value of 1 and variance of 52.
And it shows that,

nearly

calibration parameters are interpolated in frequency domain for
whole bandwidth.

variance, it will incur much

Many existing patents [15]-[16] and 3GPP proposals have
proposed different implementation methods based on relative
calibration, which can be divided into two categories according
to the kind of calibration signals. One is based on dedicated test
signal. This method is simple, flexible and has high calibration
accuracy. The other one uses transmitting signals to obtain
calibration coefficients [13], which requires a special
transceiver and is not flexible. Most of the methods given in
the literature use the dedicated test signals. As the calibration at
BS is required in TDD system, based on the existing literature,
we summarize several possible terminal based calibration
schemes to compensate the actual RF mismatches.

•

The throughput curve with CE variance of
approximates to that without CEo

•

With the increase of
performance loss.

CE

0.01

It will bring as much as nearly 0.7 dB SNR penalty loss
with CE variance of 1. With CE variance of 10, as much as 4
dB SNR penalty losses can be observed within median SNR
range, and it will incur less SNR penalty loss within high SNR
range.
From all the above simulation, even with fIxed rank 2, i.e.
rank mismatch due to amplitude calibration error is not
considered, it will still result in throughput loss due to MCS
level mismatch caused by the same reason.
IV.

CALIBRATION METHODS

There are two kinds of calibration methods. One is absolute
calibration relying on hardware solutions. Another is relative
calibration which uses conventional channel estimation and
feedback to estimate the relationship between forward channel
and reverse channel. The absolute calibration is not cost
effective in the implementation and commercialization point of
view since it requires external hardware with tight requirement.
On the contrary, the relative calibration does not introduce
additional hardware devices and is implemented entirely in
signal space. With these properties it's suggested that the
relative calibration be used into the commercial TDD system.
In this section, we present the analyses and comparisons for the
relative calibration.
The relative calibration establishes the relationship between
the effective channel in both directions using traditional
channel measurement and feedback technology during the
calibration phase. Taking terminal calibration for example, the
principle of the relative calibration is as follows [2]:
•

The terminal to be calibrated selects a supporter (s),
through which implements the calibration.

•

The terminal transmits calibration signal to the
supporter, and the supporter estimates the effective
channel frequency response of the forward link hf '

For calibration schemes using dedicated test signals, the
terminal can compensate the RF mismatches either through
adding a calibration circuit in the terminal or using a
calibration transmitter/receiver in addition to the apparatus.
A.

Self-calibration compensates the RF mismatches within the
terminal [16], and does not require external equipment. But
adding relevant circuitry in the UE may be necessary, which is
an attenuator connecting the antenna of the terminal.
The procedure of the self-calibration is as follows. Firstly,
the terminal selects an antenna as a reference antenna, whose
calibration factor is set to 1. And then the other antennas
calibrate with the reference antenna, through the time division
multiplexing, using the relative calibration algorithm. In this
case, the calibration accuracy depends on the reciprocity of the
attenuator. For more than two antennas calibration, there is an
improved method [12]. Taking three antennas calibration for
example, its procedure is as follows:

•

calibration factor using k

=

XI .

However, in wideband TDD system, due to selective fading
environments, the calibration factor k usually depends on
frequency [10]. So, in this case, the above relative calibration
should be operated in specifIc frequency. In addition, for
OFDMA/TDD system, we can select some sub-bands or
frequencies of good channel conditions, and then perform the
relative calibration at the selected sub-bands. Finally, the

Selecting antenna 1 as reference antenna, the
calibration coefficients obtained using self-calibration
are cl antI, c2 antI, c3 antI .

•

Selecting antenna 2 as reference antenna, the
calibration coefficients obtained using self-calibration
are cl ant2, c2 ant2, c3 ant2 .

•

The supporter transmits calibration signal to the
terminal, and the terminal estimates the effective
channel frequency response of the reverse link hr'
The terminal compares hf and hr' and computes the

•

-

and feeds it back to the terminal.
•

Self-calibration

The

-

calibration

[mal
c3

antI

cl = cl

ant2 x -=--
c3 ant2

c3 = c3

antI .

coefficients
c2 = c2

are

antI

The improved scheme can be easily extended to multiple
antennas.
B.

External-calibration

External calibration refers to the terminal selecting BS as
the supporter [15]. During the calibration phase, they transmit
the dedicated test signals to each other. Using channel
estimation, the terminal get the downlink CSI hd and BS get
the uplink CSI

flu respectively. And then BS feedback

hu to

the terminal and the terminal compute the calibration factor
using k

f,..

h

.
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